


We serve up value by the truckload

Now managed by the 2nd and 3rd generations of the Rioux family, the blend of fresh thinking and 
seasoned operational expertise, creates a winning blend of service for our clients. All our staff is 
fully bilingual and clients have direct access to our management on a 24/7 basis.

Our specialty is dry van truckload but we also have dedicated contracts for the transport of 
specialized commodities like recyclables and bread in equipment specific to those products. We 
connect the Atlantic provinces with each other and the provinces of Quebec  
and Ontario, on a daily basis.

We are proud to serve Central & Eastern Canada

Our head office location in Grand Falls, New Brunswick is the heart of our 
truckload operations. From here, we coordinate the activities of our services 
within New Brunswick and throughout Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, 
Quebec and Ontario. Our equipment is current and our drivers are skilled. 
We take great pride in representing our customers in a professional manner, 
performing to agreed timelines and communicating proactively… no surprises.

Dedicated truckload in more ways than one

Much of our business is contractual in nature. We dedicate drivers and 
equipment to a specific account, for specific commodities and specific 
runs. Essentially we are taking on the responsibilities that their private 
fleet might have looked after. As trucking professionals, we bring greater 
efficiencies, capacity and expertise to the transportation segment of our 
customers’ supply chain.

Our fleet is 100% company owned and we take great pride in 
representing our customers professionally, as we travel the 

highways throughout the Maritimes, Quebec and Ontario.

We fit to your freight

Depending on the density of the cargo, we can provide different configurations to 
maximize payloads and deliver savings. These include tandem and tri-axle. We offer 
temperature controlled service year round or “protect from freezing” for the winter 
months only.

Our core trailer fleet is comprised of 53’ logistics equipped dry vans and we run a 
wide range of specialized equipment including:

• Specialized compactor trailers for the transport of recyclable plastics
• Tri-axles to carry payloads of 64,000 lbs
• Heaters and reefer equipped 53’ dry vans
• LCV (long combination vehicles) comprised of two 53’ trailers



We are in the problem solving business
As a dedicated solution for your truckload requirements, we 
design the required equipment to meet your exact specifications. 
We then hire the drivers needed that have expertise hauling your 
specific commodity.

It’s like having your own fleet without the associated headaches. 
The benefits of outsourcing your private fleet requirements to 
gmrioux are numerous and include:

• Free up capital to direct elsewhere in your operation
• No maintenance or driver issues to manage
• Rely on the experience of seasoned transportation professionals
• Additional resources to handle surges and peaks in activity
• No sick days, driver shortages or workmen compensation issues

Emergency truckload service
Being a family owned and operated business that is accessible 
24/7 has its advantages. We can turn on a dime and are happy 
to do so. A significant portion of our activity is responding to 
situations where timing is critical.

Whatever our customers’ truckload requirement, we can respond 
with personalized and dependable service within our service 
area… guaranteed!

855 route 108, Saint-André, New Brunswick E3Y 4A5


